By modeling a multi-component gas, a new source of indirect combustion noise is identified, which is named compositional indirect noise. The advection of mixture inhomogeneities exiting the gas-turbine combustion chamber through subsonic and supersonic nozzles is shown to be an acoustic dipole source of sound. The level of mixture inhomogeneity is described by a difference in composition with the mixture fraction. An n-dodecane mixture, which is a kerosene fuel relevant to aeronautics, is used to evaluate the level of compositional noise. By relaxing the compact-nozzle assumption, the indirect noise is numerically calculated for Helmholtz numbers up to 2 in nozzles with linear velocity profile. The compact-nozzle limit is discussed. Only in this limit, it is possible to derive analytical transfer functions for (i) the noise emitted by the nozzle and (ii) the acoustics travelling back to the combustion chamber generated by accelerated compositional inhomogeneities. The former contributes to noise pollution, whereas the latter has the potential to induce thermoacoustic oscillations. It is shown that the compositional indirect noise can be at least as large as the direct noise and entropy noise in chocked nozzles and lean mixtures. As the frequency with which the compositional inhomogeneities enter the nozzle increases, or as the nozzle spatial length increases, the level of compositional noise decreases, with a similar, but not equal, trend to the entropy noise. The noisiest configuration is found to be a compact supersonic nozzle.
INTRODUCTION
In order to reduce NOx emissions from aeronautical gas turbines, the common practice nowadays is to burn in a lean regime. Lean flames, especially premixed and stratified flames, burn very unsteadily because they are sensitive to the turbulent environment of the combustion chamber. Such an unsteady combustion environment is the cause of two unwanted phenomena in aeroengines: (i) combustion noise and (ii) thermoacoustic instabilities (also known as combustion instabilities).
On the one hand, after fan and jet noise, combustion noise is the dominant cause of noise pollution generated by the whole turbojet. Although methods to mitigate fan and jet noise have been in place for a decade -such as ultra-high bypass ratio turbofan engines, acoustic liners and fan blade geometric designcombustion noise is bound to increase with the implementation of low-emission combustors, high power-density engine cores, or compact burner designs [1] [2] [3] .
On the other hand, thermoacoustic instabilities occur when the heat released by the flame is sufficiently in phase with the acoustic waves [4] . Therefore, the reflection or generation of acoustics at the nozzle downstream of the combustor has the potential to enhance the flame unsteadiness, which, in turn, generates larger acoustic oscillations. Thermoacoustic oscillations can cause structural damage and cracking resulting in the reduction of the combustor lifetime by a factor of two or more [2, 5, 6] .
Both combustion noise and thermoacoustic instabilities can be caused by direct and indirect mechanisms.
1. The heat released by the unsteady flame is a powerful monopole source of sound, and the acoustics emitted by it propagate in the combustion chamber through the turbine and are distorted by mean-flow gradients. The sound that is transmitted through the downstream-engine component causes noise pollution [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , whereas the sound that is reflected at the nozzle can create a thermoacoustic feedback [5, 6, 14] . References [2, 3] discuss this aspect in more detail with additional references. 2. Indirect mechanisms arise from the interaction between nonacoustic perturbations exiting the combustion chamber and the nozzle downstream of the combustor. The two wellknown mechanisms for indirect combustion noise and instability consist of entropy perturbations and vorticity accelerated through the nozzle [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . From a thermoacoustic point of view, the acoustics generated at the nozzle and travelling back to the combustion chamber can become the key feedback mechanism for a very low frequency combustion instability, called "rumble". This mechanism has been demonstrated by numerous studies, among others, [20] [21] [22] .
Isolating the contribution of indirect mechanisms to combustion noise and instability is an active research area [23] . In order to calculate the transfer functions for the acoustic transmission and reflection, different theoretical approaches have been employed [15, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] and experimental studies were carried out [30, 31] . Dissipation and differential convection of entropy perturbations were analysed by Direct Numerical Simulation [32] and Large-Eddy Simulation and experiments [33] . These studies showed that indirect mechanisms require consideration in the analysis of combustion noise and thermoacoustic instability.
As for the far-field emissions, inhomogeneities and mean-flow distortions that are generated in the engine core can modulate the acoustic-source distribution in a jet-exhaust [3, 34] , thereby modulating the noise level.
Common to all of the investigations of indirect mechanisms is the assumption that the gas mixture has a homogeneous composition. However, mixture inhomogeneities can arise from incomplete mixing, air dilution, and variations in the combustor exhaust gas compositions. It was first shown theoretically for subsonic compact nozzle flows [3] that inhomogeneities in mixture composition represent an additional source for indirect noise, which was then extended to supersonic nozzle flows with/without shock waves and examined through detailed studies [35] . (A compact nozzle is a nozzle with Helmholtz number equal to zero.) The main objective of this paper is to extend this analysis by quantifying the importance of this indirect mechanism in subsonic and supersonic nozzles relaxing the compact-nozzle assumption.
The paper is structured as follows. The differential equa-tions for multi-component gas mixtures are derived and compositional inhomogeneities are expressed as a function of the mixture fraction. By inspection of the equations, the source of sound due to accelerated compositional inhomogeneities is identified. The equations are cast in compact-nozzle invariants (mass flow rate, total enthalpy, entropy and mixture fraction) and solved numerically for a range of Helmholtz numbers. A parametric study with respect to the Helmholtz number and nozzle Mach numbers shows the relative contributions between compositional/entropy/direct mechanisms to the sound generated by a nozzle with linear-velocity profile.
GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The multi-component gas problem is governed by the equations of continuity, momentum, energy and species transport, respectively [36] [37] [38] 
where ρ is the density; u is the velocity; p is the pressure; h is the sensible enthalpy; the subscript i denotes the i-th mass fraction Y i and N s is the number of species. The material derivative is D/Dt = ∂ /∂t + u · ∇(·), where ∇ is the nabla operator. The entropy s is defined through Gibbs' relation for a multicomponent gas
, where µ i is the chemical potential, which will be shown to be crucial in this analysis, and W i is the molar mass. It is assumed that the flow is advection-dominated (no diffusion effects); it is not chemically reacting; the gas is ideal and calorically perfect; the flow is quasi one-dimensional and isentropic. The frozen-flow assumption is valid if the Damköhler number is small, i.e., Da = τ c /τ chem 1 [35] , where τ c is the advective time scale and τ chem is the chemical time scale. This condition can be reformulated as He/(M f τ chem ) 1, where He = f L/c a is the Helmholtz number, M is the Mach number, f is the perturbation frequency, L is the nozzle length andc a is the mean-flow speed of sound at the inlet. Under all the above assumptions, Eqns. (1)-(4) simplify to
where the one-dimensional material derivative is redefined as D/Dt = ∂ /∂t + u∂ /∂ x. Thermodynamic and transport variables are functions of the mixture fraction
The calculation of the chemical potential function, Ψ, is briefly explained in Section "Calculation of the chemical potential function". The flame structure is obtained from the steady-state solution of conservation equations for continuity, species, and energy, which are solved using the CANTERA software package [39] .
Linearization
The variables are split as Φ =Φ + Φ , whereΦ is the meanflow component, and |Φ | 1 is the unsteady fluctuation. By grouping the steady terms, the equations for the mean flow read
By grouping the unsteady terms, the linearized equations, which govern the unsteady dynamics of the fluctuations, read
D Dt
where the linearized material derivative isD/Dt = ∂ /∂t + u∂ /∂ x. Note thatc p is constant because it depends only onZ, which is constant. By integrating Eqn. (17) along a characteristic line t = x ds/ū(s), the density ρ can be eliminated, which
∂ ∂t
This set of equations tends to the single-component gas equations of Marble and Candel [40] as either (21) represents refraction and reflection of the acoustics due to the mean-flow gradient. As already pointed out by [40] , the unsteady interaction between the entropy disturbance s and the mean-flow gradient is a dipole source term. New to this analysis is the identification of the term ΨZ ∂ū/∂ x as a second source of indirect noise, again through the action of an acoustic dipole. Physically, not only density variations create noise through entropy mechanisms, but also differences in species generate noise through the chemical potential, when mean-flow gradients are present. The compositional dipole source of sound may augment or reduce the effect of the entropy source (Eqn. (21)). The purpose of this paper is to quantify the relative importance between noise induced by entropy perturbations and compositional inhomogeneities in an n-dodecane-air mixture.
Invariants
In a nozzle flow under the assumptions made in the Section "Governing equations", four integral quantities are globally conserved, i.e., their material derivatives are zero at each location of the nozzle. These are the normalized mass flow rate, Iṁ =ṁ m ; total enthalpy, I h T = h T h T ; entropy, I s = s c p ; and mixture fraction, I z = Z . (The total enthalpy is the sum of the sensible enthalpy and the specific kinetic energy, i.e., h T = h + 1/2u 2 .) The non-compact nozzle invariants tend to the compact-nozzle invariants as the mean-flow gradients tend to zero. Therefore, in a general non-compact nozzle, the invariants are functions of space (and time) due to the mean-flow gradients. Nonetheless, the entropy and mixture fraction invariants are the same as those in the compact nozzle, I s = I C s and I z = I C z , where I C denotes an invariant for the compact-nozzle, because their dynamics are not affected by mean-flow gradients (see Eqns. (18)- (19)). A non-dimensionalization similar to that proposed by Duran and Moreau [28] is employed here: x = ηL, t = τ/ f ,ū =ũc a , andc =cc a . The chain rule provides the transformation for the derivatives, ∂ /∂t → f ∂ /∂ τ and ∂ /∂ x → 1/L∂ /∂ η. By assuming that the flow is forced harmonically, the state vector can be decomposed as q(τ, η) =q(η) exp(2πi f t) =q(η) exp(2πiτ). The system of differential equations (20)- (21) is linear with spatially dependent coefficients, therefore it can be cast in matrix form as
where
Numerical integration of Eqn. (22) enables the calculation of the nozzle transfer functions.
Characteristic decomposition
By employing a characteristic decomposition of the invariants, four independently evolving solutions at each side of the nozzle are identified, as shown in Fig. 1a . They correspond to the downstream and upstream propagating acoustic waves, the advected entropy perturbation and the compositional inhomogeneity, respectively,
A nozzle transfer function is defined as the ratio between a single output (effect), such as an outgoing acoustic wave, and a single input (cause), such as an incoming entropy or compositional inhomogeneity. Possible inputs/outputs are denoted by solid/dashed Fig. 1 . The numerical procedure and boundary conditions used to solve Eqn. (22) are briefly explained in Section "Results".
Calculation of the chemical potential function
By definition, the chemical potential of the substance i is the partial derivative of the Gibbs free energy (or, simply, Gibbs energy), G, with respect to the number of moles of the same substance, i.e.,
where g is the specific Gibbs energy. The analysis developed in the previous section is applied to a combustion configuration to quantify the relative contribution of compositional noise to the overall combustion noise. For this, we consider an idealized configuration in which the combustor exhaust-gas composition enters the nozzle. This exhaust-gas composition is represented from the solution of a series of one-dimensional strained diffusion flames [41] that include the equilibrium composition, typically observed at low-power cruise conditions, and highly strained combustion conditions representative of highload operation. The flame solutions are generated by considering n-dodecane (C 12 H 26 ), a kerosene surrogate, as fuel and air in the oxidizer stream. The reaction chemistry is described by a 24-species mechanism [42] , which provides an accurate flame representation at these conditions. The degree of straining, i.e., the deviation from equilibrium, is characterized by the scalar dissipation rate, χ = 2α|∇Z| 2 , where α is the diffusivity of the mixture fraction, and χ is evaluated at stoichiometric condition, corresponding to a value of Z st = 0.063. The present study considers an operating condition at χ st = 1 s −1 (quasi unstrained condition near equilibrium), which is expected to be close to the condition exiting a gasturbine combustion chamber. This operating condition is depicted by a cross in the S-shaped curve stable branch in Fig. 2 , which is obtained by solving the steady flamelet equations [41] with boundary conditions T f uel = T ox = 295 K at p = 1 bar. The chemical potential function and its gradient with respect to the Mach number are shown in Fig. 3 . The structure of the flame together with the chemical potential function and specific Gibbs energy are shown in Fig. 4 .
COMPACT NOZZLES: ZERO HELMHOLTZ NUMBER
Before studying the effect of the Helmholtz number, the compact nozzle limit is discussed [35] . In the compact-nozzle limit He = 0, Eqn. (22) 
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the nozzle, which is viewed as a discontinuity
, and the indices a and b denote the conditions at the inlet and outlet, respectively (Fig. 1) . In a choked nozzle, the variables are constrained by the conditions that the mass flow rate attains a maximum, which yields the additional condition [35] 
All the transfer functions for the incoming/outgoing acoustic waves generated by acoustic, entropy and compositional perturbations that enter subsonic/supersonic compact nozzles are presented in Table 1 .
RESULTS
The in-house solver for integration of Eqn. (22) relies on an adaptive fourth-order Runge Kutta algorithm. It imposes the relevant boundary conditions, as detailed in [28] , by iteratively solving the system via an optimization procedure. Particularly delicate is the treatment of the choked location, which creates a singularity in the equations. To numerically treat this singularity, transonic problems are split into two sub-domains: one extending from the nozzle inlet (a state) to a small distance before the choked throat η th − ε, and a second extending from that same distance ε downstream of the throat to the nozzle exit (b state). In the subsonic domain, the downstream-propagating perturbation amplitudes (π + , ξ , σ ) are imposed at the inlet state and Eqn. (26) is imposed near the throat. In the supersonic domain, the perturbation values η − ε from the downstream edge of the subsonic solution are imposed at η + ε. Throughout this study, the value of ε is prescribed as 10 −5 , and solutions were observed to be insensitive to further reductions in ε or changes in the solver tolerances. The code has been verified both in the limit of zero imposed compositional fluctuations ξ a = 0 as well as for compositional fluctuations in the limit He = 0 and found to agree favourably with earlier studies (Fig. 6) . We consider three nozzle flows based on the linear velocity profile [15] . Figure 5a shows the area variation and Fig. 5b shows the corresponding meanflow Mach number. We study (i) a subsonic nozzle (blue-solid line) , (ii) a transonic nozzle (red-dashed line) and (iii) a supersonic nozzle (black-dotted line). The latter two are those studied in [28] , against which we compare our solutions.
The modulus of the transfer function between an entropy input and (i) the outgoing acoustic wave, |π Fig. 6a , and (ii) the acoustic wave at the outlet, |π − b /σ |, is shown in Fig. 6b . The reference solution is taken from Figs. 5,6 in [28] . The subsonic solution in blue-solid line was not discussed in [28] , hence, no comparison can be made. Both transonic and supersonic cases, for He = 0, tend to the compact-nozzle solutions [15, 35] , which provide generally overestimating transfer functions (horizontal lines in Fig. 6 ). The solutions obtained with the in-house solver compare satisfactorily with those of [28] . A marginal discrepancy is observed in the transonic nozzle, which can be due to the numerical methods with the treatment of the stiffness at the throat. Note that the subsonic nozzle solution |π − b /σ | is zero (Fig. 6b) because it is an input of the problem (set to zero here), and not an output, as opposed to the chocked-flow nozzle. As already discussed in the literature [28] , the effect of the nozzle non-compactness on the entropy noise production is non-negligible and has a monotonic decaying trend with increasing the Helmholtz number, He. The higher the Helmholtz number, the smaller the effect of entropy fluctuations in the sound generation.
Effect of the Helmholtz number on the transfer functions for compositional inhomogeneities
The flamelet solutions in Fig. 4a can be interpreted as an idealized representation of the gas composition exiting the combustor. The combustor operates at a lean global equivalence ratio φ = 0.3 corresponding to a mean mixture fractionZ ≈ 0.02,
, and the corresponding thermochemical state is then taken from the flame solution of Fig. 4 . In addition to temperature fluctuations, which are known to generate entropy noise, turbulence and other unsteady effects give rise to fluctuations in Z, having the potential to produce compositional noise downstream. To assess the compositional noise that is generated, the combustor exhaust composition is isentropically compressed/expanded through an ideal nozzle with the [15] .
TRANSFER FUNCTIONS IN COMPACT NOZZLES GENERATED BY ACOUSTIC PERTURBATIONS (ROWS 1-3), ENTROPY PERTURBATIONS (ROWS 4-6) AND COMPOSITIONAL INHOMOGENEITIES (ROWS 7-9). EVEN IN THE MULTI-COMPONENT GAS UNDER INVESTIGATION, THE ACOUSTIC AND ENTROPY TRANSFER FUNCTIONS (ROWS 1-6) ARE THOSE OF A SINGLE-COMPONENT GAS
Subsonic nozzle (He = 0) Supersonic nozzle (He = 0)
mean mixture composition assumed to be frozen atZ ≈ 0.02.
The effect of the nozzle Helmholtz number is investigated for the three nozzle configurations in the range 0 ≤ He ≤ 2. In practical terms, this range physically corresponds to perturbation frequencies of 0 ≤ f ≤ 6000 Hz for a nozzle of length L ≈ 0.31 m and an adiabatic flame temperature of 2100 K. Figure 7 shows the sound generated by acoustic forcing. Physically, this noise is caused by the passage of acoustic waves generated by the flame in the combustion chamber, which is a monopole source of sound [2, 3] . Unlike the transfer function for entropy perturbations, the reflected acoustic wave transfer function overshoots for He up to ≈ 0.7 in the supersonic nozzle (Fig. 7b) , i.e., it is not a monotonic function of He. The phases have a fairly linear trend. Figure 8 shows the modulus (top row) and phase (bottom row) of the transfer functions between a compositional input and the sound generated. First, we note that the Helmholtz number has a significant effect on the transfer functions. The modulus tends to decrease monotonically as the Helmholtz number increases. Secondly, the compact nozzle solutions, which are strictly valid for He = 0, overestimate the noise level, in particular in the supersonic case (black-dotted line). Thirdly, in agreement with the compact-nozzle solutions, the level of noise generated by compositional inhomogeneities tend to increase by almost an order of magnitude as the flow becomes supersonic. However, even in the subsonic and transonic cases (blue-solid and red-dashed lines, respectively) the noise generated by compositional inhomogeneities is non-negligible and comparable to, if not greater than, the noise generated by entropy perturbations ( Fig. 6 ) and direct noise (Fig. 7) . The phase is likewise markedly influenced by the Helmholtz number (Figs. 8b,d ). It is fairly linear for He 1.2 in the supersonic case and throughout the entire range of He for the subsonic case. This physically signifies that the finite nozzle spatial extent tends to delay the wave response by a nearly constant time delay. The phase becomes nonlinear for higher Helmholtz number in the supersonic case.
In general, we observe that the behaviour of the transfer functions due to compositional inhomogeneities (Fig. 8) is qualitatively comparable to the response to entropy perturbations (Fig. 6) . The physical reason can be explained by inspection of the governing Eqn. (21) . Indeed, the compositionalinhomogeneity term appears beside the entropy term. The main difference lies in the fact that the compositional inhomogeneity contribution is modulated by the chemical potential function, which, in turn, is a spatial function of the composition and mean flow.
The spatial dependencies of the transfer functions for the supersonic nozzle, parameterized with the Helmholtz number, are shown in Fig. 10 . Again, the modulus of the transfer function decreases, while the phase delay increases, as the Helmholtz number increases. This holds true also at each spatial location. The compact nozzle assumption overestimates the transfer functions, except for a small range close to η = 0, where, in fact, the compact assumption holds. The five lines collapse onto each other in Fig. 10b because the compositional perturbation is imposed, thus it does not vary in space because it is an invariant. 
A quantitative estimate of the compositional noise level in a gas turbine
We estimate the ratio between composition noise and entropy noise by multiplying the corresponding transfer functions by the factor ξ a /σ a = Z /(T /T ) [35] . This factor is estimated by considering that the mixture composition at the combustor exit reaches equilibrium with a mean temperature ofT a = 2100 K, corresponding to an equivalence ratio of φ = 0.3 and mean mixture fraction ofZ = 0.02 at conditions shown in Fig. 4a . The mixture-fraction distribution at the combustor exit is represented by a beta-distribution, β (Z). The fluctuation magnitude is estimated on the safe side as Z = ζZ(1 −Z) [43] . By considering a combustor in which the mixing is nearly completed with 
Substituting these values, we obtain a fluctuation ratio of ξ a /σ a ≈ 10 −2 , which, multiplied by the ratio in Fig. 9 , indicates that the noise ratio at subsonic condition is of order ∼ 10 −1 , but it is of order ∼ 1 in the supersonic case.
Comparison with experimental data
The computationally cheap predictions offered by the compact-nozzle transfer function shown in Table 1 (row 8) were validated in another ASME Turbo Expo 2017 paper by Rolland et al. [44] . The reader may refer to their paper for more details. In their experiment, they injected air-helium perturbations, which are compositional inhomogeneities, into an air flow in a choked duct. Then, they measured the backward-travelling acoustic wave, π − a , generated by the compositional inhomogeneity being accelerated through the choked nozzle. The time pressure signal was acquired with microphones. By decomposing the pressure signal as direct and compositional noise contributions they succeeded at accurately reconstructing the measured pressure signal. The contribution of the compositional-inhomogeneity induced noise was identified in their Figs. 13 and 14. In summary, it was experimentally shown that compositional inhomogeneities generate sound, which, in compact nozzles, can be predicted by the transfer functions in Table 1 .
CONCLUSIONS
By modeling inhomogeneities in a multi-component gas exiting a combustion chamber and entering a nozzle, it is shown that the acceleration of compositional inhomogeneities generates sound. This source of sound is shown to act like an acoustic dipole, as accelerated entropy perturbations do. Key to the analysis is the calculation of the chemical potential function, which depends on the chemical potential, the mean-flow Mach number and the gas composition. In this paper, an n-dodecane fuel with a 24-species mechanism is considered because it is relevant to kerosene fuels of aero-engines.
By relaxing the assumption on the nozzle compactness with respect to the wavelength of the disturbances, three nozzle configurations are analysed: A subsonic nozzle, a transonic nozzle and supersonic nozzle without shock waves. Unlike the compact nozzle limit, the equations do not have a closed solution, thus they are numerically integrated. It is found that 1. The sound generated by a compositional inhomogeneity has a generally monotonic trend with increasing the Helmholtz number. This physically occurs when the frequency at which the compositional inhomogeneities enter the nozzle is high, or when the nozzle has a non-negligible spatial extent (or a combination of both); 2. The indirect noise produced is lower when the nozzle is noncompact. In other words, the compact-nozzle theory overestimates the level of indirect noise generated by compositional inhomogeneities; 3. In supersonic flows, the noise generated by compositional inhomogeneities may be comparable to, or even exceed, the direct noise and indirect noise created by entropy perturbations.
This suggests that compositional-inhomogeneity induced sound requires consideration with the implementation of compact burners, high power-density engine cores, and advanced lowemission combustors, both for noise and thermoacoustic instability reduction.
